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The 
Adidas Originals Torsion Allegra recently with its futuristic appearance attracted a lot of attention jogging shoes enthusiasts, after
released several new color, Adidas Originals today released a new color Torsion Allegra. The shoes are made of coral red and are
made of a variety of different materials, with distinct visual layers. It is reported that this Torsion Allegra variety of colors will meet you
in the next few months, interested friends can pay attention to. 
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2012-6-14 upload, download attachments at 11:53 (113.57 KB) as prices soared, shoes prices have gone up. We should remember
that a sale of the LeBron 9 Elite with a price of $250, which makes a lot of fans of shoes, not stop, but there are also some people's
version is worth to pay attention to. For example, Zoom KD IV of the Durant classic series of shoes, the actual performance and
reasonable price to our attention, and this kind of color emerge in an endless stream, 'Nerf', 'Weatherman', 'Galaxy', 'Easter', N7
Zoom KD IV series and a variety of color Nike iD whimsical to new color, let the shoes become the first half of 2012 popular shoes, at
the same time, this section also brought good luck for Durant, was the first Western champion in life. When Zoom KD IV popular
Nike, and the exposure of Durant for the next generation of Nike Zoom KD V spy photos, although this ankle increased a lot, but is
still low for basketball, the whole shoes have Hyperdunk and Hyperfuse feeling, cancel the shoe body Velcro heel cup design, stable
design it is very good on using this new type of shoes. Again, the biggest difference is the window air cushion with the visible Max
Air, which has never been used in the previous series. It is expected to go on sale in 2013, and the price is still very close to the
people and is expected to be around $100. Let's look forward to seeing it in 2013!
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